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Nearly perfect

Students talk about
their digital miscommunications -SEE NEWS,A2

Cheerleaders come up just short at
nationals, finish 3rd-SEESPORTS,A8
Inaugural trivia

ALL THE KING'S
HORSES,MEN

CELEBRATE
JI

DIGITAL LET DOWN

• The first president to ride in a car
at his
inauguration
was Warren
G.Harding in
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A hopeful nation gathers
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1921.

• Calvin Coolidge's inauguration
was the first inauguration
broadcast on radio in 1925.
• Harry Truman had the first
televised inauguration in 1949.
J

• President Dwight D. Eisenhowe~s
first
inauguration
lasted the
longest He
had73
bands, floats,
horses,and
"pachydenns,"also known as
elephants. It lasted more than four
hours.
• Obama will be the 44th President
ofthe United States and this will
be the 56th fonnal inauguration.
Fifteen presidents were elected to
a second term,and in Roosevelt's
case to a third and fourth term of
course.

Crowds gather on the National Mall in Washington, D.C. for the inauguration ceremony of President Barack Obama.An estimated 2 million people were in attendance.

College Dems host party at Union

e

KELLY ZVSKOWSKI &
ANDREA CANTERBURY
Contributing Writer & Staff Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

DAYLONG EVENT
AIMED AT SNUFFING
OUT SMOKING
>
)

Every hour on the hour a workshop
will be taking place Thursday to
help UCF students, faculty and staff
quit smoking. The event will take
place from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Student Union'.s Cape Coral room.

Red, white, and blue balloons
decorated the inside of the Student
Union as many stude:p.ts chose to
forgo class and join the UCF College
Democrats as they celebrated President Barack Obama's inauguration
in full force.
A large projector placed inside
the Student Union was tuned onto
CNN and displayed the live event.
Students began piling in around ll
a.m. The excitement was hard to
miss, as this was the first president
who inany UCF students were able
to vote for.
Ali Taradis, president of the College Democrats, felt the day was as
exciting as it was overwhelming.
"I'm sure the student turnout will
be huge in here," Taradis said before
festivities began. "Just the fact that

)

CASEY GILLESPIE &
WEN DASHA JENKINS

LOCAL & STATE, A2

Student gets inauguration ticket

TRIAL SET FOR TWO
PRIESTS ACCUSED OF
STEALING MONEY

It was a historic event that millions had made arrangements to
'attend. But only a few were as
lucky as senior Tim Mason.
Mason, a political science
major, worked on the Obama campaign with the College Democrats.
"Initially, I hadn't thought about
going;• Mason said 'Mer the election I was just so excited with the
voter turnout we had ·on campus.
Eighty-five percent of students
registering on campus came out to
the polls, and 75 percent of those
voted for Barack Obama. I had
called a few friends to organize a

NATION & WORLD, A4

NEW YORK POLICE
RESUME SEARCH FOR
US AIRWAYS' ENGINE
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For more photos

PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A6

MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

J. SCOTT APPLBWHITE / ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Barack Obama walks through an
archway at the Capitol and onto the platform
where he will be sworn-in as the 44th
president of the United States and the first
African-American to lead the nation.

Students watch history unfold in Washington
Contributing Writers

Two priests who authorities say for
years stole cash from their Florida
church's offering plate and hid it in
the church ceiling and offshore
bank accounts to pay for lavish
lifestyles will soon face a judge.

Library provides
viewing area for
students, faculty

ofthe event:
www.UCFNews.com

81 percent of our stuaents voted is
such an accomplishment. [UCF]
had the most votes in the county. It
was a crazy, crazy time for our
group, but it's also amazing."
Marcelo Ramirez, the chairman
for the College Democrats during
the election, echoed Taradis' sentiments for the gravity of such a historic day.
'We've put in a lot of hard work,
and today it's all being paid off,"
Ramirez said "It's a sense of accomplishment. It's also a great retie£"
During the inauguration, the
excitement was felt among the students watching, too.
''I'm insanely happy," said David
Branham, a senior nursing major. "I

lt is comparable to
Martin Luther King's
speech at the Lincoln
Memorial, as a call to
action.'
-Tim Mason
1

trip, but few wanted to commit. I
knew I had to act right away to
make it happen."
.
Only two weeks after the election, Mason made plans to attend
the inauguration ceremony in
Washington, D.C., unaware of how
difficult it would be to find a place
to stay.

"Since it was the only place
available in late November, I found
a hostel with five roommates and
bunk beds and paid for it," Mason
said.
Even though he had a place to
stay, Mason still did not have a
ticket to the inauguration. He had
applied for tickets through Florida
Senators Mel Martinez and Bill
Nelson, but received negative
replies from both. At that point
Mason had expected to witness
the ceremony from the National
Mall, a national park in downtown
Washington, D.C.
After purchasing binoculars for
the day, Mason headed to the airport and boarded his fl}ght where
PLEASE SEE

CITY ON A6

Crews searching the frigid, murky
Hudson River for debris from US
Airways Flight 1549 have turned
up shoes, hats and flotation
devices, but the location of the
missing left engine remains
unknown.
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HIGH LOW

With sweaters on and coffee cups
in hand, students huddled together
to watch the presidential inauguration from three different rooms in
the UCF Library.
'We're really excited and happy
[that] people have come to watch
this in the library," said Meg Scharf:
associate director for the library's
public services. "[We] wanted students to see this without interruptions to their
studies
and
research."
1
The library
broadcast the
inauguration
as
students
passed by in
between their
classes like a
wave into the
library's shore
to
get
a
-DANA WEBB
SENIOR, HEALTH
glimpse of the
SERVICES
live coverage.
ADMINISTRATION
But not all students
were
able to stay for it.
Joel Seyforth, a junior business
administration major, said he wanted to see Obama take the presidential oath and listen to what he would
say, but he had a noon class and said
he'd watch it online after his classes.
"I'm glad [this inauguration is]
happening now in my lifetime," Seyforth said
More than 35 people gathered
around the library's main floor while
about 40 others gathered in room
223.
Susan Monahan, mother of a
prospective Knight, stopped by the
library to warm up while her husband and son toured the campus.
''It's fun to see former presidents
come together," Monahan said
Dana Webb, a senior health services administration major who
works at the library, said it's crazy
how many people are at the inauguration.
"Hopefully it's a great thing for
our country," she said. "We need
good change that comes about

Hopefully
it's a great
thing
for our
country.'

[this]."

I WEATHER
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Students stand quietly in the Student Union on Tuesday as they watch and listen the 2009 Presidential Inauguration.

--------------- ----~~------------- -

Nathaneal Desir, a freshman
molecular and microbiology major,
said he thought Obama's speech
seemed more like he was accepting
a challenge than giving an acceptance speech.
"It's indescribable," Desir said "I
can't grasp that in the future I'll tell
my kids that I watched the first black
president take oath. It's humbling
and mind blowing:'

--~~-- --- - - - - -
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Want to snuff out smoking?
UCF Health Services,
the REAL Project and the
UCF Counseling Center
have teamed up to present
a day of workshops to get
UCF students, faculty and
staff to quit smoking.
ButtOut UCF is a day of
free workshops and are in
the Student Union in Cape
Florida D. Every hour on
the hour the workshops
will begin from 10 a.m. to 6

LIVING IN THE

ORLD

DIGITAL
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For more information
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Editor-in-Chief
Natalie Morera x213
CFF.edttor@gmailcom

Interested in losing weight?

SGA Meeting Thursday night
The weekly Student
Government Association
meeting will be taking
place on Thursday at 7 to
11 p.m. in the Key West
Ballroom.
For more information
contact Aaron Silvers at
407-823-2191.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local. with headlines

you may have missed

Fla. trial set for two priests
accused of stealing money

I

·II
I

•
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DELRAY BEACH Two priests who authorities say for years stole cash
from their Florida church's
offering plate and hid it in
the church ceiling and offshore bank accounts to
pay for lavish lifestyles
will soon face a judge.
Their trial is scheduled
to start Wednesday in an
embezzlement
case
authorities say could be
one ofthe biggest to hit the
U.S. Catholic Church.
Before
prosectutors
could charge them with
stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars from St.
Vincent Ferrer Catholic
Church, the Rev. Francis
Guinan and Monsignor
John Skehan fled the country in 2006, leaving their
parishioners amid an
international scandal.
Skehan's
attorney
wrote in a recent court filing that an "amicable resolution" has been reached
in his client's case that will
be presented to the court
Wednesday, indicating a
possible
plea
deal.
Richardson did not return
several calls for comment.
The
accusations
shocked parishioners, who
said they never suspected
anything and recalled how
the kindly Skehan, 81,
loved to read to their children.
Some credit him, for
growing
the
seaside
church's flock from a few
hundred to several thousand
Days before the trial
was to begin, some parishioners who headed in for
evening Mass said the
church wasn't focusing on
the trial. Others still feel
the scandal.
"You feel betrayed by
people that you trust," said
Laura Beck, whose three
children
attend
the
church's school. "People
were not expecting that.''

Applications due for 4th Fla.
supreme court opening
TALLAHASSEE
Applications are due for a
fourth Florida Supreme
. Court vacancy in the past
'i./

•

NEWSROOM,

p.m.

Weight Watchers will
be holding an on campus
meeting today at 5:45 until
6:15 p.m. Weigh-in begins
at 5:15 p.m. The group
advises that members be
prepared to spend extra
minutes at the end of the
meeting for a Getting
Started Session.
The meeting will take
place in the UCF Human
Resource
Department
located in the University
Tech
Center,
12565
Research Parkway, Ste 360.
For more information
contact Debbie Frankenbach at 407-823-2777.
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Event management majors Ashley Apetz, Allison Crouch and India Hamilton engage in electronic activities while waiting at for the Rosen campus bus.
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Technology generation faces
lack of human interaction
MANUEL CINTRON
Contributing Writer

The last century has been
marked by electricity, copper
wire, fiber-optic cable and
wireless communication marking advances in our abilities to
connect greater distances at a
quickening pace.
In a world with a future constantly moving faster than its
past, the alternatives to personto-person communication have
left individuals without conversational characteristics like
body language, nuances and
other subtleties used to convey
their thoughts and feelings.
The Pew Research Center
for the People and the Press has
dubbed this generation the
"Look at Me Generation."
Researchers noted obsessive
relationships with cell phones
and networking technologies
like MySpace and Facebook;
this generation also displays a
disconcerting willingness to
share personal information,
according to the study.
UCF students have turned
to their own lives to determine
whether their digital identity
helps or hurts their relationships. Many have openly admitted to preferring digital media
to communicating in person.
"It's very easy to create
problems or misunderstandings that upset people with dig-

ital communication,'' said Erin
Pratt, an English literature
major. "Important things like
tones and inflections are lacking."
Fernando Rivera, a professor
of the sociology and anthropology department at UCF commented on the latest consequences of our communication
advancements.
"It's a process of the evolution of technology," Rivera said.
Rivera said the progression
from letters to phones and then
phones to e-mail and so forth
have led to a decline in the
thought process that individuals place themselves in when
communicating with others.
"I remember writing letters
10 or 15 years ago and having to
place myself into a particular
state of mind to properly convey what I wanted to say,"
Rivera said.
He said the volume of communication is so simple and
easy that an exchange has
become a reflex action.
Eric Sandovnick, a UCF
marketing major, has experienced problems with the texting feature on his mobile
phone.
"With my girlfriend, sometimes my enthusiasm isn't conveyed or picked up, so I might
seem disinterested about
something," Sandovnick said
·~so, if your answer is terse,

people might think you're
brushing them off, but [you]
could actually be busy with
something."
The texting component of
mobile phones has caused
communication problems for
others as well.
"I had to tell a club member
that I needed to collect money
from him for the organization,"
Terri Marcus, a president of an
on-campus organization said. "I
texted him first, then got a simple reply of ju.st 'yes' back. I
didn't hear from him again for
some time, so I tried calling
him next. He was defensive,
upset and much more aggressive on the phone than his message indicated. He was upset
about the issue and thought he
had let me know that with the
text."
Rivera said digital media for
communicating have neither
beneficial nor detrimental
influences in today's society,
but to an extent, are amoral.
"These new forms of communicating should not replace,
but supplement how we always
exchanged feelings and ideas
between ourselves:· Rivera said
Rivera also said it is important to consider the consequences of what we develop
today and how they may affect
tomorrow.
Looking to the future, Rivera
said, "Human interaction must
be preserved. I've become concerned with privacy and how
we all now have an electronic
foot print which can be traced,
and which we could be held
accountable for."
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32 MOST IMPORTANT E-MAIL ETIQUETTE TIPS:
1. Be concise and to the point
2.Answer all questions,and preempt further
questions
3. Use proper spelling, grammar & punctuation
4. Make it personal
5. Use templates for frequently use~ responses
6. Answer swiftly
7. Do not attach unnecessary files
8. Use proper structure & layout
9. Do not overuse the high priority option
10. Do not write in CAPITALS
11. Don't leave out the message thread
12. Add disclaimers to your e-mails
13. Read the e-mail before you send it
14. Do not overuse Reply to All
15. Mailings> use the bcc:field or do a mail merge
16.Take care with abbreviations and emoticons
17. Be careful with formatting
18.Take care with rich text and HTML messages·

19.Do not forward chain letters
20. Do not request delivery and read receipts
21. Do not ask to recall a message.
22. Do not copy a message or attachment without
permission
23. Do not use e-mail to discuss confidential
information
24. Use a meaningful subject
25. Use active instead of passive
26.Avoid using URGENT and IMPORTANT
27.Avoid long sentences
28. Don't send or forward emails containing
libelous, defamatory, offensive, racist or obscene
remarks
29. Don't forward virus hoaxes
30. Keep your language gender neutral
31. Don't reply to spam
32. Use cc:field sparingly
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
Today
MAINLY
SUNNY
High:55°
Low:31°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Mainly sunny sky. Winds
NW at 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Clear. Cold. Low 31 F.
Winds NW at 5 to 10 mph.

0
0

Thursday

High:63°

SUNNY

Low:36°

Friday

High:69°

SUNNY

Low:44°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition. 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition. and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.
"
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Estrostep $1 5.00
Ortho-Tri-Cyclen $15.00
Ortho-Cyclen $1 5.00
l)

Ortho-Tri-Cyclen Lo $40.00
NuvaRing $45.00

...And more!
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DCF to investigate man's
death at retirement center
FORT MYERS - The
Department of Children
and Families will investigate the death of a 72-yearold Fort Myers man at a
Florida retirement center.
A Fort Myers Police
Department
spokeswoman said it appears
Chrisanto Beltran and
Kenneth Knauf fought
after a disagreement over
a blanket at the Hidden
Oaks Retirement Center
on Sunday night.
Beltran had already
died by the time police
arrived at the center.
Knauf, 87, was taken to a
hospital.
The center's administrator said Knauf and Beltran were two of 30
Alzheimer and dementia
patients who received care
at Hidden Oaks. ·
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What's in the news at
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Texas university president
retiring, cites "pressures"
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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year.
Less than seven hours
before Tuesday's 5 p.m.
deadline, only six applications had been submitted
to the Supreme Court
Judicial Nominating Commission. The vacancy will
result from Justice Charles
Wells'
retirement
in
March. .
Candidates must be
from the 5th appellate district. It covers parts of
north and central Florida
including Daytona Beach,
Melbourne and Orlando.
One of the first applications was submitted by 5th
District Court of Appeal
Judge Alan Lawson. He
was a finalist for the last
vacancy. Gov. Charlie Crist
appointed Justice Jorge
Labarga of West Palm
Beach to that at-large seat
last month.

: I
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McALLEN, Texas The president of University of Texas-Pan American,
accused anonymously. of
plagiarism, said Tuesday
she is retiring because of
"pressures" that taxed her
health and distracted her
from her job.
,
Blandina "Bambi" Cardenas, 64, announced she
will step down at the end
of the month after four,
sometimes
turbulent,
years at the university.
"The pressures of the
last several months have
seriously taxed my health
and
well-being
and
impaired my ability to lead
the University with the
intensity and focus I
believe necessary," Cardenas said in a letter to the
campus issued Tuesday.
She underwent heart surgery in 2007.
Cardenas said she
informed University of
Texas System Interim
Chancellor Kenneth Shine
of her decision in late
December.
The university's public
affairs office and president's office both said Cardenas would not be available to comment Tuesday.
Paul Sale, UTPA vice
president for academic
affairs, said he believed the
pressures weighing on
Cardenas were the daily
demands of a university
president amplified by the
economic downturn.
Sale said Cardenas
never spoke to him about
the inquiry into the plagiarism allegations and he
was unaware of how far
the investigation had
advanced.
Cardenas
never
addressed the alleged plagiarism publicly, always
referring questions to the
UT System.

-
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Prosecutors in the case of Canadian defendant Omar Khadr, Maj.Jeffrey
Groharing, right, and John Murphy, take questions during a news conference.

NYPD resumes search for US

Airways engine in Hudson

NEW YORK - Crews
searching the frigid,
murky Hudson River for
debris from US Airways
Flight 1549 have turned up
shoes, hats and flotation
devices, but the location
<;>f the missing left engine
remains unknown.
Police harbor officers
are using sonar-equipped
boats and working with a
sonar expert from the
National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration as they search
the area where the plane
came down Thursday,
near the Intrepid Sea. Air
& Space Museum. The
NYPD is also monitoring
the river from the air
because sensitive equipment could be damaged
by ice and must be
removed if the river gets
too icy.
Crews have already
located several pieces of
debris from the flight,
including 35 flotation seat
cushions, 12 life jackets, 15
pieces of luggage, two
briefcases, 11 purses, 15
suit jackets and shirts,
four shoes and two hats,
according to New York
Police
Department
spokesman Paul Browne.
All the debris and passengers' belongings are
being turned over to the
National Transportation
Safety Board for its investigation into the emergency landing into the
river. US Airways has sent
$5,000 checks to each of
the 150 passengers to
compensate them for lost
belongings.
If search teams get a
positive hit, the NYPD
will drop a robotic device
with a video camera to
confirm whether the
image is the engine,
police said. If the engine
is found, NTSB contractors will work to recover
the engine from the water.

General Mills and Kroger

pull peanut butter items

MILWAUKEE - General Mills I:hc. and grocers
Kroger Co., Safeway Inc.
and Meijer Inc. have
joined the growing list of
food companies and
retailers pulling items
with peanut butter amid a
salmonella outbreak that
has killed at least six people and sickened more
than 470 others in 43
states.
The Food and Drug
Administration
has
traced the outbreak to a
Georgia plant owned by
Peanut Corporation of
America. which manufactures peanut butter and
peanut paste for distribution to institutions and
food companies.
.
The government has
advised consumers to
avoid eating cookies,
cakes, ice cream and
other foods containing
peanut butter until health
officials learn more about
the contamination. Most
peanut butter sold in jars
at supermarkets appears
to be safe, officials said.
The FDA has created a
searchable list of recalled
products and brands on
the agency's Web site. Salmonella. a bacteria. is the
most common cause of
food poisoning in the U.S.,
causing diarrhea. cramping and fever.
On Sunday, Peanut
Corp. expanded its own
recall to all peanut butter
and peanut paste produced since July 1 at its
plant in Blakely, Ga

Gitmo court adjourned for a

r-

day and may not resume
GUANTANAMO BAY
NAVAL BASE, Cuba - A
military judge adjourned
the Guantanamo Bay war
crimes court just before
President Barack Obama
was sworn in on Tuesday,
leaving open the possibility that the . hearings
might not resume.
The judge, Army Col.
Patrick Parrish, dismissed
the court until Wednesday "unless otherwise
ordered," a nod to the
possibility
that
the
Obama administration
,might suspend the military trials as it wrestles
with how to proceed with
its plan to close the prison
that now holds about 245
men on suspicion of links
to terrorism, al-Qaida and
the Taliban.
Obama has said he will
close Guantanamo and
many expect he will suspend the widely criticized
war-crimes trials created
by former President
George W. Bush and Congress. Oba.ma's nominee
for attorney general has
said the so-called military
commissions lack sufficient legal protections for
defendants and that they
could be tried in the United States.
Despite the doubts
about its future, military
judges decided to press
on with this week's session, which brought
doze~ of lawyers, witnesses and officials to the
U.S. base in Cuba for several days of pretrial hearings in the case of Canadian Omar Khadr, who is
accused of killing an
American soldier in
Afghanistan, and the five
men charged with orchestrating the Sept. ll attacks.
Before the judge could
adjourn the court so people could watch the inauguration, an FBI agent
defended the questioning
of detainee Omar Khadr,
who is accused of killing
an American soldier.

l'llrty In IJilytana"s Infield in our
exclusiv~

·co11e11e #lt1ht"" tailgate area Paclfage includes:

• Budweiser Shootout general admission/infield ticlfet ·
providing access to the College Night area
·
• Free infield parlfing
• Entertainment
• Souvenir gift
• Prizes tor the best decorated site

Ollly $50,...,,,.,,,,,, (savings of $30)

U.S.arms sales to Taiwan
'harm' to Sino-U.S. relations
BEIJING
China
made a rare appeal for
cooperation between its
normally secretive military and Washington on
Tuesday but said U.S.
arms sales to Taiwan
remain a "serious harm to
Sino-U.S. relations."
The statements came
as China issued a major
policy paper on national
defense that said blocking
formal Taiwanese independence remains the
chief concern for one of
the world's fastest-growing armed forces.
A Chinese military
spokesman presenting
the paper made an apparent reference to Taiwan
as one of the "obstacles"
the . Pentagon should
remove for better relations with China.
''.At present, when
China-US. military-tomilitary relations are
faced with difficulties, we
call on the U.S. Department of Defense to
remove obstacles ... and
create favorable conditions for · the healthy
growth of military relations," said Sr. Col. Hu
Changming,
chief
spokesman for the Ministry of National Defense.
The policy paper itself
said U.S. arms sales to
Taiwan caused "serious
harm to Sino-U.S. relations."
-
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MY FELLOW CITIZENS:
I stand here today humbled by the task before us, grateful for the trust you
have bestowed, mindful of the sacrifices borne by our ancestors. I thank President
Bush for his service to our nation, as well as the generosity and cooperation he has
shown throughout this transition.
Forty-four Americans have now taken the presidential oath. The words have
been spoken during rising tides of prosperity and the still waters of peace. Yet,
every so often the oath is taken amidst gathering clouds and raging storms. At
these moments, America has carried on not simply because of the skill or vision
of those in high office, but because we the people have remained faithful to the
ideals of our forebears, and true to our founding documents.
So it has been. So it must be with this generation of Americans.
That we are in the midst of crisis is now well understood. Our nation is at war,
against a far-reaching network of violence and hatred. Our economy is badly
weakened, a consequence of greed and irresponsibility on the part of some, but
also our collective failure to make hard choices and prepare the nation for a new
age. Homes have been lost; jobs shed; businesses shuttered. Our health care is too
costly; our schools fail too many; and each day brings further evidence that the
ways we use energy strengthen our adversaries and threaten our planet.
These are the indicators of crisis, subject to data and statistics. Less measurable but no less profound is a sapping of confidence across our land - a nagging
fear that America's decline is inevitable, and that the next generation must lower
its sights.
Today I say to you that the challenges we face are real.
They are serious and they are many. They will not be met easily or in a short
span of time. But know this, America - they will be met.
On this day, we gather because we have chosen hope over fear, unity of purpose over conflict and discord.
On this day, we come to proclaim an end to the petty grievances and false
promises, the recriminations and worn out dogmas, that for far too long have
strangled our politics.
We remain a young nation, but in the words of Scripture, the time has come
to sef aside childish things. The time has come to reaffirm our enduring spirit; to
choose our better history; to carry forward that precious gift, that noble idea,
passed on from generation to generation: the God-given promise that all are equal,
all are free and all deserve a chance to pursue their full measure of happiness.
In reaffirming the greatness of our nation, we understand that greatness is
never a given. It must be earned. Our journey has never been one of shortcuts or
settling for less. It has not been the path for the faint-hearted - for those who prefer leisure over work, or seek only the pleasures of riches and fame.
Rather,
it has been the risk-takers, the doers, the makers of things - some celebrated but
more often men and women obscure in their labor, who have carried us up the
long, rugged path towards prosperity and freedom.
For us, they packed up their few worldly possessions and traveled across
oceans in search of a new life.
For us, they toiled in sweatshops and settled the West; endured the lash of the
whip and plowed the hard earth.
For us, they fought and died, in places like Concord and Gettysburg;
Normandy and Khe Sahn.
Time and again these men and women struggled and sacrificed and worked
till their hands were raw so that we might live a better life. They saw America as
bigger than the sum of our individual ambitions; greater than all the differences of
birth or wealth or faction.
This is the journey we continue today. We remain the most prosperous, powerful nation on Earth. Our workers are no less productive than when this crisis
began. Our minds are no less inventive, our goods and services no less needed than
they were last week or last month or last year. Our capacity remains undiminished.
But our time of standing pat, of protecting narrow interests and putting off
unpleasant decisions - that time has surely passed. Starting today, we must pick
ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and begin again the work of remaking America.
For everywhere we look, there is work to be done. The state of the economy
calls for action, bold and swift, and we will act - not only to create new jobs, but
to lay a new foundation for growth. We will build the roads and bridges, the electric grids and digital lines that feed our commerce and bind us together. We will
restore science to its rightful place, and wield technology's wonders to raise health
care's quality and lower its cost. We will harness the sun and the winds and the
soil to fuel our cars and run our factories. And we will transform our schools and
colleges and universities to meet the demands of a new age. All this we can do. All
this we will do.
Now, there are some who question the scale of our ambitions - who suggest
that our system cannot tolerate too many big plans. Their memories are short. For
they have forgotten what this country has_already done; what free men and women
can achieve when imagination is joined to common purpose, and necessity to
courage.
What the cynics fail to understand is that the ground has shifted beneath them
- that the stale political arguments that have consumed us for so long no longer
apply. The question we ask today is not whether our government is too big or
too small, but whether it works - whether it helps families find jobs at a decent
wage, care they can afford, a retirement that is dignified. Where the answer is yes,
we intend to move forward. Where the answer is no, programs will end. Those of
us who manage the public's dollars will be held to account - to spend wisely,
reform bad habits, and do our business in the light of day - because only then can
we restore the vital trust between a people and their government.
Nor is the question before us whether the market is a force for good or ill. Its
power to generate wealth and expand freedom is unmatc~ed, but this crisis has
reminded us that without a watchful eye, the market can spm out of control - and
that a nation cannot prosper long when it favors only the prosperous. The success
of our economy has always depended not just on the size of our gross domestic
product, but on the reach of our prospt:rity; on our abili_ty_ to extend opportunity to
every willing heart - not out of charity, but because 1t 1s the surest route to our
common good .
As for our common defense, we reject as false the choice between our safety
and our ideals. Our founding fathers ... our found fathers, faced with perils we can
scarcely imagine, drafted a charter to assure the rule of law and the rights of man,
a charter expanded by the blood of generations. Those ideals still light the world,
and we will not give them up for expedience's sake. And so to all·the other peoples and governments who are watching today, from the grandest capitals to the
small village where my father was b~rn: know that America is a friend o~ e~ch
nation and every man, woman, and child who seeks a future of peace and d1gmty,
and that we are ready to lead once more .
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Recall that earlier generations faced down fascism and communism not just
with missiles and tanks, but with sturdy alliances and enduring convictions. They
understood that our power alone cannot protect us, nor does it entitle us to do as
we please. Instead, they knew that our power grows through its prudent use; our
security emanates from the justness of our cause, the force of our example, the
tempering qualities of humility and restraint.
We are the keepers of this legacy. Guided by these principles once more, we
can meet those new threats that demand even greater effort - even greater cooperation and understanding between nations. We will begin to responsibly leave
Iraq.to its people, and forge a hard-earned peace in Afghanistan. With old friends
and former foes, we will work tirelessly to lessen the nuclear threat, and roll back
the specter of a warming planet. We will not apologize for our way of life, nor will
we waver in its defense, and for those who seek to advance their aims by inducing terror and slaughtering innocents, we say to you now that our spirit is stronger
and cannot be broken; you canriot outlast us, and we will defeat you.
For we know that our patchwork heritage is a strength, not a weakness. We
are a nation of Christians and Muslims, Jews and Hindus - and non-believers. We
are shaped by every language and culture, drawn from every end of this Earth; and
because we have tasted the bitter swill of civil war and segregation, and emerged
from that dark chapter stronger and more united, we cannot help but believe that
the old hatreds shall someday pass; that the lines of tribe shall soon dissolve; that
as the world grows smaller, our common humanity shall reveal itself; and that
America must play its role in ushering in a new era of peace.
To the Muslim world, we seek a new way forward, based on mutual interest
and mutual respect. To those leaders around the globe who seek to sow conflict,
or blame their society's ills on the West - know that your people will judge you
on what you can build, not what you destroy. To those who cling to power through
corruption and deceit and the silencing of dissent, know that you are on the wrong
side of history; but that we will extend a hand if you are willing to unclench your
fi~.
'
.
To the people of poor nations, we pledge to work alongside you to make your
farms flourish and let clean waters flow; to nourish starved bodies and feed hungry minds. And to those nations like ours that enjoy relative plenty, we say we can
no longer afford indifference to the suffering outside our borders; nor can we consume the world's resources without regard to effect. For the world has changed,
and we must change with it.
As we consider the road that unfolds before us, we remember with humble
gratitude those brave Americans who, at this very hour, patrol far-off deserts and
distant mountains. They have something to tell us,just as the fallen heroes who lie
in Arlington whisper through the ages. We honor them not only because they are
guardians of our liberty, but because they embody the spirit of service; a willingness to find meaning in something greater than themselves. And yet, at this
moment - a moment that will define a generation - it is precisely this spirit that
must inhabit us all.
For as much as government can do and must do, it is 'ultimately the faith and
determination of the American people upon which this nation relies. It is the kindness to take in a stranger when the levees break, the selflessness of workers who
would rather cut their hours than see a friend lose their job which sees us through
our darkest hours.
It is the firefighter's courage to storm a stairway filled
with smoke, but also a parent' s willingness to nurture a child, that finally decides
our fate.
Our challenges may be new. The instruments with which we meet them may
be new. But those values upon which our success depends - hard work and honesty, courage and fair play, tolerance and curiosity, loyalty and patriotism - these
things are old. These things are true. They have been the quiet force of progress
throughout our history. What is demanded then is a return to these truths. What is
required of us now is a new era of responsibility - a recognition, on the part of
every American , that we have duties to ourselves, our nation, and the world, duties
that we do not grudgingly accept but rather seize gladly, firm in the' knowledge
that there is nothing so satisfying to the spirit, so defining of our character, than
giving our all to a difficult task.
·
This is the price and the promise of citizenship .
This is the source of our confidence - the knowledge that God calls on us to
shape an uncertain destiny.
This is the meaning of our liberty and our creed - why men and women and
children of every race and every faith can join in celebration across this magnificent Mall, and why a man whose father less than sixty years ago might not have
been served at a local restaurant can now stand before you to take a most sacred
oath.
So let us mark this day with remembrance, of who we are and how far we have
traveled. In the year of America's birth, in the coldest of months, a small band of
patriots huddled by dying campfires on the shores of an icy river. The capital was
abandoned. The enemy was advancing. The snow was stained with blood. At a
moment when the outcome of our revolution was most in doubt, the father of our
nation ordered these words be read to the people:
"Let it be told to the future world ... that in the depth of winter, when nothing
but hope and virtue could survive ... that the city and the country, alarmed at one
common danger, came forth to meet (it)."
America, in the face of our cominon dangers, in this winter of our hardship,
let us remember these timeless words . With hope and virtue, let us brave once
more the icy currents, and endure what storms may come. Let it be said by our
children's children that when we were tested we refused to let this journey end,
that we did not turn back nor did we falter; and with eyes fixed on the horizon and
God's grace upon us, we carried forth that great gift of freedom and delivered it
safely to future generations .

THANK YOU. GOD BLESS YOU. AND GOD BLESS THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Barack Obama, President of the United States
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Students choose to skip class to watch historic event
FROM

Al

worked with the campaign
last semester. I couldn't really sleep last night, I was so
happy."
Ariana Gonzalez Greene,
~ sophomore English language arts education major,
was just as happy.
"I'm extremely excited;'
Gonzalez-Greene
said.
"This is a really big deal for
us. I feel like our country is
starting to come together. I
feel like people have hope,
especially in lieu of our economic crisis. Now we have
something and someone to
look up to."
When Obama concluded
his speech, students erupted
in cheers, whistles and
applause, similar to Times
Square on New Year's ~ve.
"I didn't expect a lot of
students to show up," said
Lauren Fant, a freshman
member of the College
Democrats said. "The

turnout was great, though.
Obama's speech was incredible and so was the ceremony."
Not
everyone
was
impressed with the student
turnout though. Arielle
Williams, a sophomore
member of the College
Democrats, said it was
upsetting that some teachers would not let their students out of class to watch
the inauguration.
"Even though it was an
awesome feeling in here, I
was shocked to see that a lot
of teachers wouldn't let
their students out of class,"
Williams said "It was kind
of dismaying."
Gonzalez Greene had a
plan of action to work
around her class schedule.
She went to class, turned in
an assignment and ran back
to watch.
"This is too historical
and important to miss;• she
said.

•
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Astudent wearing a George Bush mask stands amid a crowd of spectators in the Student Union on Tuesday as they watched the 2009 Presidential Inauguration.

City filled with support for Obama
FROM

Al

he met Madge Farooq, the
administrative director for
the office of Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del. They had been
speaking for a while when
Farooq told him she had a
ticket set ~ide for her and
would try to find him a ticket as well. He did not get his
hopes up.
"I was expecting to
rough it on the mall, but she
said she would see what she
could do," Mason said.
''When I got off the metro
Monday, I had a message
from her. Apparently she
was needed to help escort
the wives of committee
chairs and was able to give
up her ticket. She left it for
me, and I picked up the ticket and program at the Hart
Senate Office Building."
This UCF senior was
granted the opportunity to
be a part of an electric
crowd of people coming

together from all over the
country.
Mason's day began at 4
a.m., after being woken up
by a friend who also made
the trip from UCF. He
rushed out to the already
packed metro station, only
to be greeted by an 8 degree
wind chill. Realizing that
hypothermia was a possibility, Mason found coffee to
stay warm before returning
to his room seeking more
clothes to bundle up.
He finally made it in the
eight-block
long
line
around 5:30 and found his
designated standing area
around 10:45. Being only
200 yards away from the
Capitol, Mason had a clear
view with his newly purchased binoculars.
"I have been to a number
of political rallies, but this
will mark a transition in our
nation's history," Mason
said. "It is comparable to
Martin
Luther
King's

speech at the Lincoln
Memorial, as a call to
action. The ecstatic mood
of millions quickly shifted
into a somber one when
Obama began his speech. It
was a hush silence that set a
difficult tone for a very
hopeful crowd. The message was that it won't be all
flowers, not all fun and
games and not a cakewalk
presidency."

Inaugural Ball by invite only
Lisa Cunningham and
five friends made the trek to
Washington, D.C. on Sunday, joining the estimated
two million people who
filled the mall to watch
Barack Obama's swearing
in as the 44th president of
the United States.
The city was filled with
signs, posters and billboards supporting the
Obama and Biden administration. Cunningham, a
UCF political science, stu-

dent, said there was nothing
negative regarding Obama
or the inauguration in the
city at all.
"I've never seen more
buttons on people," Cunningham said. "I've never
seen more smiling people.
Everyone is really coming
together."
In fact, Cunningham and
friends camped out on the
mall for over six hours just
to get a look at the man they
.can now call president.
She was able to get a
ticket to the Inaugural
Youth Ball. She said the
event was by invite only
and each,guest had to purchase a ticket for $75.
·~ friend of mine was
invited and he received four
free tickets." Cunningham
said "I was lucky to get one."
Cunningham did not
have the chance to attend
any of the official inauguration events before Tuesday,
such as the concert at the

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Although freshman micro and molecular biology major Kathryn Fischer did not cast
her 2009 presidential vote, she did feel emotionally overwhelmed witnessing the
historic 2009 Inauguration with her peers in the Student Union.

Lincoln Memorial. However, she toured many of the
historic sites and received
the opportunity to interview with the Ellen
DeGeneres Show staff at
the World War II Memorial.
"I think that this is history in the making," Cunningham said. "Literally, this will
be in textbooks one day."
The only downside to
Cunningham's trip was the
transportation. The Washington Metro was packed
with
commuters
and

tourists trying to maneuver
around the city. She
recalled having to pay $80
in cab fare for a trip from
Maryland to Virginia.
Despite the transportation trouble, Cunningham
is happy she chose to be a
part of this historical
moment.
"Many said this would
never happen; there will
never be a black president,"
Cunningham said. "But
people from all over came
to see this man."
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SGA wants to postpone fee vote

•

MARY CRISTOBAL

Students may see a
rise in their tuition.
The Board ofTrustees
will take a vote on
Thursday to consider
a Florida Legislature
statute that might
increase technology
fees. SGA is looking to
postpone the vote.

Staff Writer
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Students might feel
another pinch in their
educational
pockets
next fall semester when
tuition fees start to
climb.
The tuition increase
could generate . about
$5.8 million annually,
said Joel Hartman. vice
provost of information
technologies
and
resources.
UCF's Board of
Trustees will vote on
Thursday to decide if it
will adopt a Florida Legislature statute that
authorizes boards of
trustees at state universities to increase tuition
fees up to 5 percent for a
technology fee.
According to the
State's statutes, the fee is
designed "to enhance
instructional technology resources for students and faculty."
The money would
be used to add multimedia technology in classr90ms, expand the wireless connection on
campus and create or
upgrade public computer labs, Hartman said.
The SGA Senate
adopted a resolution
asking for the board to
postpone their decision.
The resolution states
that UCF's administration hasn't "provided a
forum for ·students to
become informed and
engaged in public discourse on the issue."
The Senate wants the
UCF administration to
educate and have an
open dialogue with the
student body about the
technology fee before
the Board of Trustees
considers adopting the
state legislature.
Sen. Stephen Mortellaro, College of Science
- Seat 1, said the resolution is not against the
technology fee, but said
that he would want students to be educated
about the fee even if
there was a referendum
, by the board
"This [resolution] is
about student empowerment," said Mortellaro, who introduced
the resolution.

CFF ARCHIVE'

.Senate President Pro
Tempore Justin Klein
asked if the fee could be
used to upgrade the
library. Hartman said the
state law dictates the use
of the fee and that he was
there to indicate how to
implement that law. Hartman also told Sen. Andrew
Proi~, College of Health
and Public Affairs - Seat 3,
that he can see UCF
spending $5.8 million on
technology.
Mortellaro said students are negatively affected in terms of academic
resources and questioned
why the priority is on
technology and not academic programs.
President
Logan
Berkowitz said tuition fees
will increase up to 15 percent in the next three
years, but that the quality
of academics is decreasing. He said he believes
that
technology
can
enhance UCF's academic
quality.
Vice President Brandon Delanois, who sponsored the resolution. had a
different idea when it
came to improving academic quality.
"Let's talk about hiring
teachers and keep our professors
in
school,"
Delanois said.
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Women's basketball
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Knights
lose first
contest in
C-USA
Road trip·ends with
loss to Southern Miss
·ALLEN LEVIN
Staff Writer

PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Cheerleading squad finishes its routine Sunday at the Varsity UCF National Championship at the Milk House in Disney's Wide World of Sports complex.

UCF wows crowd, finishes 3rd
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Looking for its third title in seven
years, the UCF Cheerleading team
threw a nearly perfect routine but
came up just short, finishing third at
the Varsity UCA National Championship on Sunday.
The Knights finished behind
Alabama and Kentucky, which won
the national title for the second consecutive year.
Some UCF cheerleaders were
visibly upset with the third-place
finish, but head coach Linda Gooch
said the team did all it could.
"Obviously. we wouldn't work as
hard as we do and put so much
effort and energy into it if we didn't
go into the competition wanting to
win," Gooch said Monday."... When
you fall short of that, there's certainly going to be disappointment. But I
do know we are not disappointed in
our performance."
Freshman Danielle Walden said
that although the team's performance was not
she was
.. flawless,
.

proud of the way the team executed
the routine.
"It wasn't perfect the
coaches told us that - but we
came, and we hit a
good routine, and
that was all we
could ask for," Walden said Sunday after the awards ceremony.
The Knights had been
practicing and preparing for
the atmosphere of competing
at the national championship,
but even they were surprised
by the fan support they got
Sunday.
In the Mille House a{ Disney's Wide World of Sports
complex, which is about 27
miles from the UCF campus, a
boisterous UCF contingent of
former cheerleaders, family
and fans rallied behind the
Knights before they- hit the
mat at 6:53 p.m.
"Our team has competed
every year since 1994, ... and I
PLEASE SEE

UCF Cheerleaders
drew a raucous
response from the
crowd following its
routine.

PLEASE SEE
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of the protest:
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New coordinator opens competition
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

•
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New UCF offensive coordinator Charlie Taaffe said Friday he would open competition at all positions.

field and their offseason preparation and find out who the committed guys are."
As far as the offense goes, Taaffe
didn't go into much detail of how
the playbook will be structured He
talked about his draft for spring
practice and the different offensive
schemes that he wants to institute.
"I want a diverse offense," Taaffe
said at the conference. "I want one
that is ·flexible, and I want one that
has the ability to attack all areas of
the field. Philosophically, that is
where I am coming from, in a nutshell."

FRESHMAN ON A9

RYAN BASS

www.UCFNews.com

Football

Michael Greco and the offensive
playbook were among some of the
topics discussed at Friday's news
conference that introduced UCF
Football's new offensive coordinator, Charlie Taaffe, to the media.
Taaffe, who joined the Knights'
coaching staff earlier this month
after stints at Maryland, Georgia
Tech and in the Canadian Football
League, was the first choice for
offensive coordinators on head
coach George O'Leary's list. He is a
guy that has a lot of different types
of-offense in his arsenal.
"I wanted someone coming in
that ran a lot of different systems,
not just one," O'Leary said at the
conference. "The knowledge of not
just the drop-back game, but the
option game and pretty much all
phases of football offensively."
In the conference, which ran just
less than an hour, Taaffe talked
about learning the names of the
players on the roster and about giving every player a chance to get
playing time on the field
"I'm not a potential guy. I'm a
performance guy," Taaffe said. "I
want to give guys an opportunity to
start off on a clean slate and evaluate based on what they do on the

..

UCFbeats
Rice for
first win in
~conference

Hip-Hop team
12th place

KnightMoves
9th place
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Men's basketball

HOW THEY PLACED
Cheerleading
3rd place

After a strong undefeated start in
conference play, the UCF Women's
Basketball team was handed its first
conference loss Sunday afternoon..
The Knights (5-12 overall, 3-1 in CUSA) played a close one, but host
Southern Miss hung on for a 69-64
victory on their homecourt at Reed
Green Coliseum.
The Knights were the lone
unbeaten team in Conference USA
before the loss to the Golden Eagles
(10-7 overall, 3-1 in C-USA) and are
now involved in a six-way tie for first
place in the conference.
The game started out positively
for the Knights, as they took an early
30-18 lead that was part of a 14-4 run.
But Southern Miss responded
before the first half ended with its
own 15-6 run, which cut UCF's halftime lead to 36-33.
·Freshman guard Aisha Patrick led
the Knights in Sunday's contest with
14 points and 12 rebounds. She also .
went 7-of-12 from the field. Patrick
was a large reason the Knights outrebounded the conference's top
rebounding team 39-35.
The momentum swung away
from the Knights in the second half
as junior Pauline Love took over for
Southern Miss. Love scored 14 of her
21 points in the final half to go along
with 10 total rebounds.
Love was part of a Golden Eagles

One of the positions highlighted
at the conference was quarterback.
O'Leary discussed the current
quarterbacks, possible recruits and
two new transfers. Those two transfers are Taaffe's son, Brian Taaffe,
who transferred from Fordham
University, and L.D. Crow, who
transferred from Stanford. O'Leary
said he was pleased with the quality
he has at that position.
'We have two [quarterbacks] on
campus and two that we are currently recruiting, and we have two
PLEASE SEE

GRECO ON A9

After falling to 0-2 in Conference
USA after losses to Memphis and
UAB, the UCF Men's Basketball team
knew its game against Rice on Saturday was going to be important if the
Knights wanted to stay in the race for
the conference.
They played like it was a mustwin.
Tied at 42 with 14:43 left in the
game, the Knights (ll-6 overall, 1-2 in
C-USA) used a 14-0 run to blow the
game open and snatch a 75-52 win.
Jermaine Taylor scored a game-high
20 points, and Tony Davis followed
with a 17-point, 12-rebound performance. Davis knew how significant a
win this was after falling to 0-2 in the
conference.
''Yeah, this definitely is a big win
for us," Davis told the Orlando Sentinel. 'We were in the bottom of our
conference. We were the only ones
without a win. We knew we were a
better team than that, and we just had
to play like it."
The Knights played like it, especially in the second ha1£ UCF held the
Owls to 22 points in the final 20 minute~ and 5-for-26 shooting from the
field.
·
The Knights also found . their
groove on the offensive end in the
second period UCF shot 61.3 percent
in that half, including 5-of-6 from
behind the arc.
'We played much better in the second halt:" UCF head coach Kirk Speraw said in a release. 'We picked up
our defensive intensity. We had great
ball movement and were very patient
offensively. I thought that Tony Davis
PLEASE SEE
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Mixed emotions for some following solid performance

FROM AS

have never, it has never
been as overwhelming as
it was [Sunday night],"
Gooch said Monday. "It
was really quite incredible.... It was really something else."
Senior Kellen Alexander said the crowd support really helped the
team out.
UCF was the ninth of
the 15 tea.m.s to perform,
and before the Knights
took the mat, the UCF fans
took over, chanting "UCF"
and alternated shouting
"black" and "gold" across
the Milk House.
They even started
singing "Zombie Nation,"
which has become a staple
at UCF athletics events.
Then the Knights came
out and performed a solid,
if not flawless, routine.
"It wasn't what we
imagined to be our perfect
routine, but we fought
through it, and I think we
did a great job, and performed it excellent,"
Alexander said Sunday
night.
UCF's
performance
was the best of the night to
thatpoint,althoughuwas

RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE

UCF Cheerteaders pose with their third-place medals at the national championship
Sunday. Head coach Linda Gooch said UCF's performance was memorable.

immediately followed by
Kentucky's championship
routine.
Gooch
said
even
though the Knights did
not walk away _w ith the
national title, she thougqt
they performed well.
"Whenever we talk
about what our goals are
for competition and we go
into the competition season, we focus on ourselves
and what our goal for our
team is and what our goal
for our performance is,"
Gooch said Monday. ''.And
we certainly reached that
goal, because our goal was
to go out there and to per-

form the routine without
any kind of major form
breaks or falls, and they
did."
But in the end, as with
ice skating and gymnastics, Gooch said, the performance is all the team is
responsible for.
·~ter that, it's in the
hands of the judges,"
Gooch said Monday.
"[Sunday] night, there
were four teams in finals
that performed routines
without any major form
breaks or falls, and after
that it's in [the judges']
hands."
UCF finished third for

the second consecutive
year, but Gooch said this
year's placing is something the Knights can
accept, because there
were no falls.
"They went out there
and did a terrific job, and
you can live with that,"
Gooch said Monday. "I
think you just have to
focus on that, and you
have to know, you have to
accept the fact that you
did the best you can do,
and that's our goal, is to go
out there and perform an
exciting routine that is
going to be something that
people remember."
And Sunday's performance was something that
people will remember,
Gooch said.
"Something I did say ·
(to the team) is, you know
five years from now, people don't remember who
was what different place,
but they do remember
great
performances,"
Gooch said Monday. ''.And
[Sunday] night was a great
performance, and I think
that there will be people
that will be talking about
the tricks and the elements that we had."
Before the cheerlead-

ninth out of 18 teams in the
Division IA Dance finals,
and the UCF Hip-Hop team
finished 12th out of 15 teams
in the Division IA Hip-Hop
Dance finals.

ing finals, the UCF Dance
team, KnightMoves, and the
UCF Hip-Hop dance team
also performed in the finals
of their respective divisions.
KnightMoves 1mished

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

,.._._

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?
Qualifier.I Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to _$15,000 tuitio~ per year
incl de. • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
u

· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
( 407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Freshman posts double-double in loss
FROM AS

•

A9

White came off the bench
to score 13 points in 24
push that saw the squad minutes.
score
9
consecutive
Turnovers and cold
points. Southern Miss shooting
ultimately
never looked back.
doomed the Knights.
The Knights kept it
UCF committed five
close over the final 10 · turnovers during the Goldminutes as they fought en Eagles' 9-point run.
furiously to come back Also, the Knights went
and steal a road victory.
from shooting 48.4 percent
They cut the deficit to in the first half to just 28.6
a single point three sepa- percent in the second
rate times during the last
It was Patrick's fourth
10 minutes of the game double-double of the seabut never got any closer.
son, all of which have
in conference
Sophomore Marshay come

games.
Her 12 rebounds are a
career high. Sophomore
Amber Kirkpatrick also
posted 14 points for UCF,
which is her best outing
since joining the team.
Sharpshooter
Chelsie
Wtley had a strong game
for the Knights, finishing
with 13 points, her ninthstraight game scoring in
double figures.
·
Standout sophomore
·and reigning Conference
USA Player of the Week
Emma
Cannon
was

AISHA PATRICK

Position:

Guard.

Starts 8:30am Jan 24th at Lake Claire

On Sunday:

L.....illllL_-

The freshman fed the
Knights with 14
points and 12
rebounds in the loss
to Southern Miss.

noticeably quiet as she
posted a modest 8 points,
six boards and two blocks.
The Knights will head
back home Thursday to
host Rice at 7 p.m. at the
UCF Arena.

•4-person teams
•Over $3,000 in prizes
•SkyVenture Gift Certificates
• LA Fitness Memberships

•USSpecial Operations
Command Parachute Team
•AND MORE...

ROTCSCHOLARSHJ PS AWARDED TO TOP MALE AND
FEMALE COMPETITORS

Register NOW at:

www.ucfrotc.com
Or call 407-823-5383

Taylor injured against Owls
FROM AS

was active and really
excelled on the defensive
end"
UCF didn't look as
dominant in the opening
period The Knights struggled stopping the Owls
from the field, as they shot
52.6 percent in the opening
halt: Taylor and the Knights
found themselves tied with
the Owls at the half, but
they were a different team

coming out of the break.
UCF outscored Rice 45-22
the rest ofthe way and took
control of the game.
The only pitfall in the
game for the Knights was
with Taylor.
He landed awkwardly
after a hard foul in the first
half and was caught in
midair. Despite the pain at
the time, Taylor is confident he won't be out for
long.
"It hurt when it hap-

pened," Taylor told to the
Orlando Sentinel. "It was
kind of scary when it happened because the guy
kind of took my foot with
him. I was sore, but I was
able to push thro1:1gh it and
play the second half."
The Knights hope to
have Taylor on the floor
when they continue their
conference
schedaje
tonight against Southern
Miss in the UCF Arena at
7p.m.

Cotttics.. Leadittg Publishers

.:Silver Age 6- New Cot11ics

ffuttdreds of O-at11it1g rracks
~~Movie 6- Screet1it1g Roott1s

Greco makes move to safety

C.Omit1uous-Showlt1g At1ft11e
oys 6- Aetiott Figures
MUSIC BY
EMERALD ROSE

,, r

FROM AS

Coaching is about challenges. I
know where we have been, and
that is 2008, and I am a guy that
looks forward and looks ahead."

11

•

.

•
•

that walked on: the transfer from Stanford and the
transfer from Fordham,''
he said at the conference.
"I always like to have four
quarterbacks on call.
There are other players in
the program that have
played the position. I am
happy with the direction
we are heading there."
The name that wasn't
mentioned in that rotation
was Michael Greco. Greco
made the decision to
move to safety in the offseason and will begin that
transition in the spring.
"I did . make a move
with Michael Greco,"
O'Leary said. "He came to
see me and wanted to
know if he could go to the
secondary, and I have
done that."
Despite the change in
personnel, there won't be
a lot of differences with
the offense.
Taaffe has worked
under many coaches that
have the same offensive

-

CHARLIE TAAFFE

UCF OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR

the worst in the Football
philosophy of O'Leary.
"I kind of come out of Bowl Subdivision last seathe same tree as George son and managed just
O'Leary has been in," he 2,754 yards of total
said at the conference. offense. He talked about
''The George Tech offense the challenge he faces
under Ralph Friedgen was ahead of trying to
the offense that I coordi- improve those numbers
nated at Maryland under heading into the spring.
Friedgen. Then I went to ' "Coaching is about
the University of Pitts- challenges," he said at the
burgh and worked under conference. "I know
Dave Wannstedt, and that where we have been, and
offense came from Brian that is 2008, and I am a
Billick, which is very simi- guy that looks forward
lar to what we are doing and looks ahead. We are
just going to work hard
here."
It will be a rebuilding every day and make this
process for :raaffe next as good as we can, get betseason. He will try to res- ter and improve this every
urrect an offense that was day."

LONELY?
Find a roommate, make a friend
Place an ad in the

<!eutral 3loriba ~re
Classifieds
407-447-4555

www.UCFnews.com/ classifieds

1------..;_-------------~.,.
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MEDIA GUESTS
JAMES CALLIS • BEAU BRIDGES • MICKY DOLENZ MARGOT KIDDER • CASSIDY FREEMAN
JENNIFER HALLEY• LUCIANA CARRO• DIRK BENEDICT• RICHARD HATCH
HERBERT JEFFERSON • MELODY ANDERSON • JAMES HAMPTON • LOU FERRIGNO
ALAINA HUFFMAN • AMI DOLENZ • DARCY DEMOSS • MIA ST.. JOHN • CHRISTY HEMME
ANNE LOCKHART• VIC MIGNOGNA• DARCY DEMOSS• PETER MAYHEW• RICHARD LEPARMENTIER

GUEST COMICS ARTISTS
GUEST OF HONOR: GEORGE PEREZ • FRANK CHO • DARWYN COOKE • BRANDON PETERSON • JIMMY PALMIOTTI • AMANDA CONNER • RON MARZ • CHRIS CLAREMONT • ADAM HUGHES • STEVE MCNI\IEN •
ETHAN VANSCIVER • GREG LAND • HUMBERTO RAMOS
JIMMY CHEUNG • LARRY ELMORE • WILLIAM STOUT• MARK WAID •PAUL PELLETIER
MIKE PERKINS • TONY BEDARD • ROB HUNTER • PHIL NOTO • PABLO MARCOS
DAN DIDIO • CHUCK DIXON • NELSON DECASTRO • DAN JURGENS • ARTHUR SUYDAM

1An11r¥1.111egaconvention.co111
.COMIC BOOK &MULTI-MEDIA COSTUME CONTEST SPONSORED BY 501ST LEGION
PARANORMAL 411 SEMINAR • COMEDIAN AARON PABON
ROBOT INVASION & ROBOT BAHLES EVENT • GHOST BUSTERS PERFORMANCE
BELLY DANCING • MANY EVENTS FOR KIDS • SPONSORED BY SKIFMOWN

For exhibitor or ticket information
email: info@megaconvention.com or call: 386-364-1826

--------------------------------.·
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NEW LINE CINEMA PRESENTS AFLOWER
PRooucTioN
AKEN KWAPIS FILM "HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU" BEN AFFLECK
JENNIFER ANISTON DREW BARRYMORE JENNIFER CONNELLY KEVIN CONNOLLY
BRADLEY COOPER GINNIFER GOODWIN SCARLETT JOHANSSON KRIS KRISTOFFERSON JUSTIN LONG
SUPERW1~~i DANNY BRAMSON ,MUif CLIFF EIDELMAN JP?it¼WI SHAY CUNLIFFE EDITOR CARA SILVERMAN, A.C.E.
PRm~fil.~~ GAE BUCKLEY r1i6\nti~M JOHN BAILEY,ASC PRODuclRs MICHAEL DISCO GWENN STROMAN
#Jlu0&~1 DREW BARRYMORE TOBY EMMERICH MICHELE WEISS MICHAEL BEUGG PRooucff~ NANCY JUVONEN ,
PG-13 PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED ~ BASE\8Sllt GREG BEHRENDT-AND LIZ TUCCILLO WRITI~~ ABBY KOHN &MARC SILVERSTEIN
Some Material M Be Ina
late for Children Under 13 ® ·
DIRECTED KEN KWAPIS
rn·~
som&rn.m:,mv LINEda
SEXUAL CONTENT AND BRIEF STRONG LANGUAGE
BY
·
-~~Tu
AI.mJll~RECORDSlilf
NE \V 1, I l.'l E Cl NE MA
hatt.nto~oun10,,w.conl
•
•
•
WW\.\. lteSJU8tnott
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OUR STANCE
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Obantaent
es
dreants of MLK
B

arack Obama, halfity, to gaze forward with
Kenyan, half-Amerihope and not backward with
can, is the purveyor of contempt. Only two men
dreams for our generation.
throughout American history
The solid potential he poshave been memorialized on
sesses to rally the American
the calendar. The fact that
people is a hopeful reflection one of them is black attests
of the Nobel-recognized
to the potential of minorities.
actions of Martin Luther
. Contemporary reverberaKing Jr. It is no benign cointions of the Civil Rights
cidence that his inauguration Movement have passed to
falls a day after the holiday
the hands of a socially and
commemorating King.
politcally connected individUpon himself he has vest- ual, who is now president.
ed the responsibility of ameBut the quintessential dreams
liorating race relations. With- that King spoke of are not the
in himself he has the ability
aspirations of our generation
to appeal to an audience
anymore, for whites and
built on the foundation of
blacks have long since broken
diversity.
bread.
Unlike MLK, though,
Domestically, the Obama
Obama is :no Baptist minister. administration must focus on
He did not begin college at
emphasizing education as the
age 15. He is neither a Nobel
means by which one can
Peace Prize winner nor is
improve their condition withthere a calendar day memoin the operations of society.
rializing him. But, in the likeObama faces a new form of
ness of MLK, Obama is a sort segregation, permeating
of historic icon to which
through the hardly acceptable
minorities young and old see conditions of college affordthe possibility of relief from
ability, that futher contributes
their social and economic
to polarizing the classes of
hardships.
this nation.
For those of us waiting on
Any dope that has taken
textbooks or Bright Futures
general sociology knows that
to come in, Monday definite- no biological backbone exists
ly provided a bit of relief.
to support any racial claims.
Nonetheless, what many stuBarack Obama relates to
dents acknowledge as a brief Americans who fall outside
vacation is, however relaxing, petty stereotypes and genera symbol for the dawning
alizations, who exist on a
potential of the underrepresocial plane riddled by diversented minorities in this ,_
sity. He's a sort of middleman
country.
· who the college demographMLK Day represents
ic can relate to because, as
more than extra time to sleep his BlackBerry addiction
shows, he is not that different
in. more than the social
advancements for which
from us.
So beyond the roles of
King is responsible, even.
commander in chief, head of
The holiday represents a
state and head of governceaseless commitment to
ment, Obama will carve out
advance all minorities
together alongside the major- another duty for future presi-

dents as a type of grand
mediator. Obama will have to
sit down with Israel and
Palestine and negotiate terms
between bitter rivals like the
Big Three and the United
Auto Workers.
Obama will have to judge
the options of that capricious
devil we call economy,
weighing them versus the
resonance that American
economic policy has worldwide. Further, and this is
where Obama as Grand
Mediator hits home, he will
have to resolve the distancing economic classes of this
country by convincing all
Americans, wealthy or not,
that their fates are interdependent.
It may just be that America is in need of a middle-ofthe-road president for a little
while, to regain its equilibrium and pace. Once back in
stride, in an economic sense,
it would be unwise for
Obama tb continue walking
foolishly in the middle. We
all want this president to
bring about significant
change, but it would be an
absolute shame if he ended
up a mere footnote in American history textbooks.
Obama's greatest achievements will come as he sits
between parties, not across
from them. We will be able
to consider him successful if
and only if he sheds the sentimental title of ''the first
black president" and aspires
to higher expectations, like
his predecessor MLK, of a
relatable leader who gathered the diverse people of
America in order to fulf1ll
their common goals and to
ensure that they never
stopped dreaming big.

Failed presidency
a lesson for U.S.
A

s the historic presidency of Barack
Obama begins, another administration ends, one
that was also undeniably historic, if for more dubious reasons.
As we conclude this special inauguration edition, we
look back at the presidency
of George W. Bush. It was a
presidency that dramatically
affected both foreign relations and domestic policy; an
administration characterized
by war and manipulation, by
deceptive and divisive politics.
While it is understandable
that some Americans and
. UCF students ai-e already
looking forward to the next
presidency, eager to put the
Bush years behind them. it is
also important to remember
and reflect on the Bush
Administration, whose decisions and actions will
undoubtedly continue to
shape American politics for
years to come.
"My belief is we will, in
fact, be greeted as liberators.''
Those words, spoken by
Vice President Dick Cheney,
on March 16, 2003, less than a
week before the start of the
Iraq War, serve as a reminder
of the trademark political
style of the Bush Administration.
Rather than painting a
clear picture of tasks and
threats facing the American
people, the Bush Administration sold its agenda by the
use of misleading or misguided statements.

The administration also
misrepresented evidence
regarding Iraq's possession of
weapons of mass destruction
and of Saddam Hussein's
alleged connections with the
terrorist groµp al~Qaida in
the lead up to the war.
Looking for evidence that
the Bush White House downplayed the difficulty that the
Iraq War represented? Look
no further than the assessment provided by a senior
administration official
regarding the difficulty of
overthrowing Saddam Hussein and occupying Iraq.
"Once you got to Iraq and
took it over, and took down
Saddam Hussein's government, then what are you
going to put in its place?
That's a very volatile part of
the world and if you take
down the central government
in Iraq you can easily end up
seeing pieces of Iraq fly off."
Those words, taken from a
1994 C-SPAN interview, were
also spoken by Dick Cheney.
Cheney, also the former
secretary of defense under
President George HW. Bush,
was defending that administration's decision not to
invade Iraq in the aftermath
of Operation Desert Storm.
Cheney went on to predict
that such an occupation
would lead to a "quagmire"
and continued to ask, ''How.
many additional dead Amencans is Saddam worth?''
Cheney's correct assessment from 1994, and his willingness to reverse his. stance
to fit his new agenda m 2003,

reflects the general willingness of the Bush Administration to spin their own position to achieve their goals.
Whether it was making
the case for the Iraq War or
for the intrusive Patriot Act,
the Bush Administration
played on the fears of the
American people to achieve
its own political ends.
George W. Bush ran for
president as a proponent of a
small federal government.
However, when he signed the
Patriot Act into law, in the
wake of the Sept. 11, 2001
attacks, Bush significantly
expanded the government's
ability to intrude upon the
rights of the people.
The warrant-less wiretapping of American citizens
that resulted represents just
one of several dark shadows
cast by Bush's administration
during his time in office.
The administration's
response to Hurricane Katrina and the subsequent disaster in New Orleans was an
embarrassing and incompetent display that left many
without food, water and adequate shelter for days.
His use of executive
orders and executive privilege extended the authority
of the executive branch to a
startling degree, in stark
opposition to his own selfdescribed ideology.
His administration's
approval of "enhanced interrogation" techniques subverted the human rights of
detainees and damaged the
nation's image abroad
)

ROME

DON WRIGHT / PALM BEACH POST

Racism can end
with our generation
said to the crowd ·~d as
Segregation.
To this day I still can't
we walk, we must make the
fully wrap- my mind
pledge that we shall always
march ahead. We cannot
around it.
turn back."
I wasn't there.
Our generation was
We cannot turn back.
All we can do is move fortaught about those events
through history classes or
ward.
We have to let the past
speakers giving first hand
be the past and live for this
accounts. Even then, we
never truly understood NATALIE MORERA beautiful moment where
we saw faces of every color
segregation because we
Editor-in-Chief
together in a mass crowd
weren't there to see it.
cheering, crying and sharI learned about what
happened and that it was wrong. I ing hope.
learned about people who fought to
Every once in a while I encounter
sit down in a bus. I learned about the a racial slur or a stereotype. I have
marches and the sit-ins at restau- even encountered those who say,
rants. Most importantly, I learned "I'm not racist, but..." and then proabout a dream one brilliant, peaceful ceed to spout racism. Or those who
look around and then whisper, "He's
manhad
Today, that dream came true and black."
Those are the moments where
he wasn't here to see it.
The cameras panned onto older people are turning back rather than
crowd members who were in tears, moving forward. We've walked
probably remembering a day when miles and those moments are those
they never thought the moment was that push back our progress.
No one is perfect, but we have to
possible. They lived to see it as we
did, but the meaning it has to us is so strive for perfection. If we've ever
different.
had a moment where we can make a
We were fortunate to grow up in change it is now.
Racism will never go away but it
an area that didn't have such high
racial tension. You don't know it can minimize.
We were fortunate to grow up
until you live it.
Did racism not exist? No. I had my when we did and to see this
fair share of experiences, but I think moment.
Just as our generation did not
back now and realize how much
worse it could have been. Now, the experience the civil rights movenation is going to have to face the ment, our children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren will never
issue of race like never before.
How far are we going to progress see this moment in history with the
same perspective we have.
from this moment on?
The amazing Martin Luther King
This world will be the usual to
Jr. said in his "I Have A Dream" them, but to us it's brand new.
speech that blacks and whites needLike President Barack Obama
ed to realize that their destinies for said in his inaugural speech, "Mark
freedom were bound together - no this day with remembrance."
matter what color, we are one.
It's a day the world will never for"We cannot walk alone," King get.

The Future encourages comments from readers.In order to be considered for pllblication,
letters to the editorshould not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length.Submitthem online
at www.CentralFforidaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 467-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
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CAMPUS

'What was memorable
about the inauguration?''
1

DAVID BOLIVAR

DERRICK COPELAND

English, Senior

Molecular Biology, Freshman

"Bush shaking hands with
Obama, it's like Bush was passing the torch to Obama."

''When he came out, everybody had high spirits."

· ASHLEY SPRY
Radio/Television, Freshman

"His speech in general, he said
so many things that were
worthwhile."

DORI DUNCAN

EARL MAYS

JOHNATHAN LEVY

Radiologic Sciences,Junior

Radio/Television, Freshman

Bus. Management, Sophomore

''The amount of people outside
and the singing. It was a variety of people, that's what got
tome."

"His speech. He didn't talk like
a politician but like a real
American person."

"All the screaming. Ithink it's
great there's a first black president."

~
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By tax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlar..do FL 32817

..

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 a..m.. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday'- Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
~

Rate
100 Help Wanted: General

125 HelpWanted:Part-rnne
1SO HelpWanted:Full-Tnne
175 BusinessOpportunities
200 ForRent:Homes ·
225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
C

C
B

325
350
375
400
500

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

•

ATINADPRIMARKETING
MAJORS!
Spring Man<eting lnlemship
Available! Rex hours (10-1S\veek).
Great expe,lei ice! Fast-paced work
environment Must be energellc,
aeative, hlrd-working!

Experienre Necessa,y. Traiirg
Provided.Pga 18 +OKooc:>-965652:)x 107.

Looking for extra cash? Fm it in here!
Dozens of jobs in ea::t, issueAlso vew a11
eds at www.UCFnews.oomtlassified

UCF credit available.
· Send rest.mew/ cover letlerto
Trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.co

SALES REP NEEDED!

,.

Classified Sales Rep needed br
Central Florida Full.re &
Senircie Oroide. Sales
Experienre Preferred, Rexi:Jle

A
A
B

700 Worship

8

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted .

B
8

You- own SLi1e w/ walk-in closet,
f:'ivale balh. In Galed oorrm. w,pool.
R..n & de31 roorrmates. F only. $395
a mon. Cal 407..:3400087

FIRE YOUR BOSSI! Simple
system 1hat requires no selling

or explaining. WOl1< at home,
fuU training & support by self
made miUionahes. Call 80()-224.
rsn.Don't Be11eve...0on, eau

Trishal@Krtjltnewspaper.~

Barll!nders Needed Now

PT.fl No experien:e necessary.

200

321-274-1101

Fbrida Ea1eroers Asoodation/~
We pay l.4) 10 $75 PER ONLINE
SURVEY! www.Ca'3l1ToSpend.oom

Printer,Copier,&ar,er. New. $75.
Conta::t l"l}O'J"g1947@cfl.rr.oom.

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

1

E. Colonial, large lot, 2 & 3 bdnns
$720 o.b.o. 407-760-0768
E!I ISOITOSO@halmall.oom

Tara Gabor, UCF Grad & Author,
will be at the UCF Bookstore on
Wednesday Jan. 21st from Noon2pm to sign novel A Sense for
Deception.

UCF EDUCATION MAJORS
FUTURE TEACHERS

You need liability Insurance
when you intemWe can help.
Join the NEA Student Program
and the Student Flortda

Education Association
Be part of the Prufessio, ...I
Student Orvar tm11u,i ror and

321.ffl3-6Cm

2 Bd/25 Ba Towmome with atla'.:tlecl
gc;rage br $7ootmnth. Across 1he
street from UCF. ln::ome restrictions
cWJy. "'1ow i1 Special with mention of
tis ad. Cal 407-324-7773

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

ACROSS
1 Light wood
6 English bloke
1 O Fortes and
Lincoln
14 Fictional ID
15 Top-drawer
16 Anthracite, e.g.
17 Frolics
1 8 Mooring place
19 Schlep
2Q Nautically
nauseous
22 Brought Into
harmony
24 D.C . VIP
25 Gets more
profound
26 Oscar-winning
. Italian director
30 European eagle
31 Actress Falco
32 Blast letters
34 Tension
39 Move slyly
41 Long period
43 Inasmuch as
44 Hussein of Iraq
46 Director Craven
48 Fine, black stuff
49 Viscous liquid
51 Certifies under
oath
53 Lie back
57 Pekoe, e.g.
58 Edmond and
Conan
59 Renowned
64 Spirit
65 Stiff collar
67 Dike
68 500-mile race
69 Antisocial
70 Wipe out
71 Sense organs
72 Risked getting a
ticket
73 Things to avoid

fulished,caje,

TCIM'tnlse For Rent 2 Bd-25 Ba both
mas1els, a l ~ irdu::fed. 1l2
ni. from UCF, W/0. Avail Now.
$750hno. Call 407-575-4388 or

aboutyoul

Go 1D w w w . ~
prognm to leim more.
Or email our UCF President,
Monica Brock at
mbrock@knlghts.ucf.edu

----1

1....---

www.workforstudents.com

1 & 2 Bectoom Apartment Homes
Winutes from UCF off of Alafaya
Prices sa1ilg at $595.00 Cal for
clelais! 407-2.82-7333

CorrpJ1er: iMa:: OS 10.4. 17'

mom:,r, ke,b:>ad. rrouse. :laXJ.

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

Contoo: ~1947@cfl.rr.oom

$200 Sale! Includes Rouldlrip

Sublease
this

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

4

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

1 3 6
4 1

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

CROSSWORD

UCF,v..ood 11oors,cath.ceirg,s::reened port:h,washer,ttyer,-

Avala:lle Jcn.ay SheMood Fa-est
House 312 $105Gtno
Cbse 1D UCF. W/0, cistmasher rd.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or·402-aJ8-7577

©

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

6003300073

0016 or 813-7fil.5517

suldolku

7

5 8 9
7 5

Male Roommale 1D s,are '212
Conoo Hlrl1er's ReseM:l-dose1D

i1temet ard uliities
irrl.ded.$000mo cal 863004-

$13

2 9 8
9

in 41.3 w,pool nea UCF. F only. $t3XJ
ird. al Ubl, rousekeeper cl'1d some
meals. CaD 407-468-0545
Female wanted for 2/1 ~ $475
month indudes al utls. Ft.mished
room! Conta::t Britta1y 954-294-6831

$1975(407)497-7585

$9

1

6

Ftmished room with f:'ivale balh avail.

MOBILEHOME

$}9

S6

2 6
9 8 4

4

Sofa bed. FuD size.Brcmn tweed.
lnc.inen, a:xl:lrlt~. $150.

1 Female Roorrma1es N,S Avaiable
/>SAP. $475 indudes utiities. Deen
Rd. KelyRoop@h::llrnail.oom

srorage.

Rate C

$13

.

l"l}O'J"g1947@cfl.rr.oom

washertiyer,g.rcge,fireplace,
motion deledors,l:a:lement/attic

Rate B

$9

HP Protcsmart Wireless

AnAmazing Home, rrust call for
al 1he great delails. 500tno Util,Int.Cable lnckJded. 5rri from UCF.
407-409-6206

41.2 on Lake Hougass oownfo'Ml

BmA

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A
B

3 4
1 6 7

1 nile 10 UCF off UJiv. lntaret, caje,
util. ird. $600hnon. Avail t-OW.
Cal 772~2797

reia:Jle, eneigelic person 1D
Sal.Sal.SEW Email rest.me
ard availa:ility1D:

A
8

Services
Announcements
600 Traver

Room b- Rent in funished 4 txl h:rne.

SchecUe, Great Opporturityl
l...ookqj for h a r d ~ .

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

B
B

100
BARTB\IDERS WANTED.
$300 a clay polential.No

8

DOWN
Obstacles
Soap additive
Succotash bean
Drains
Italian
pilgrimage site
6 Second half of a
golf course
7 Australian joey
1
2
3
4
5

Cruse, 4 Night!, Beacl rflont Holel,
Meals & #1 Parties!
Text Message: SPRINGBREAK
1D 313131 to redeem sale!
Umiled Space, Book Now!

1.fr17.s.B7.f!l/f1
www.XtremeTr1ps.com

1/Zl/08

C, 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

8 Cross a border
9 Rocks on the
edge
1 o Throw a scene
11 American
frontiersman
12 Rusted through
13 Toboggans
21 Smallest
change
23 Camping
equipment
26 _ up (admit)
27 " Giant'' writer
Ferber
28 Made stuff up
29 Star part
33 Pull behind
35 Float up
36 Adam's
grandson
37 Highlander
38 Collectors'
groups
40 Courie of TV
42 Made tidy
45 Good behavior
47 Pipe part

I.£'...!!.&

,~ • --

p A I LI R E C u R s
ALTO
SWANEE
.Q~...I.
M I S G O V E A N E D
._§.~J_
R E L E T T E R
G
s u p E
D oc
A N
p R 0 D
J u D I
,E
J'l
E C T 0 p I C
..§. ...§. c.:!: • P E N
C H A N a..!.~ ,B
s p A R T A N
K I T
...§.
~ ,B M 0 I R E
y A M S
s N 0 w
s T R
C 0 p- C R y
G A L E S
J OH N S H E A • T E L • • •

--- :. - -- 111 -.£'.

&.':::t::II

...:!:.cJ.._f'_
..§._'2_..§._

•i

H A N D T O
A L D E R S
W O O D Y S

O U T H
A S I A
K E E L

Last issue solved
50 Conserve one's
strength
52 Followed
53 Comic/actress
O 'Donnell
54 Black
55 Rough

56
60
61
62
63

Tomlin and Pons
Notorious fiddler
Bayh or Hunter
Snug spot
Golf shop
giveaways
66 Keats piece

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

EREE
.
NEWS
ONYOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CEN'"PRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
,:ui;~ ~:-..:. pr~'ci,jent~

u~i~~~i,

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

••

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?
4 •:,,·,·begin,
Rer.ly A and
receiving

•"'

·n·ews'ale~ts'

y

(ab6ITf~UCFf,;:,

•
•

~<\"Q'\)~:~,1\lt,,

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

\\'\"lW.dciplasma.com
l, .

~

I

r

frentraf ~oriba ~ture
The Student Newspaper at ua since 1968

Ifill Receive FREE, real-time news and al~rts on your cell phone from the C~ntral
.c:JI Florida Future.Just: text a keyword, hke UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a hst of
--

other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

*Carrier text messaging rates apply

~410FO,,

A14

January 21, 2009 •

www.Centra!FloridaFuture.com

~ '1oriba :Jutun

J

,,

University of Central Florida

Parking & Transportation

Services
..

l ..

Permit Regulations:
A permit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.

A.J 345678

'

t

EXPIRES A U

G 3 1, 2009

//f/{//{//f/ ' f{///f/l/// //

i

Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at Garage
Bor mailed to your home.

l .

'l

i

Daily permits are also available.
~

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
• Call a tow truck
• Tire Inflation
• Give directions

I\;)~~~}~

l
lt

Parking Services Office Hours:
Mon-.Fri: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

~

<-;~~~;~\(\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

,.
t

*

_Online
Regzstratio .
Park·
llfor
tngPermit .
Required
·

-~",

How to get your parking permit
· Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are on line)

•

•

•
•
• I

I

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay on line and pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
.For info call: (407) 823-5812

)

•

r

..
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